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CIS August 19th Release

The following items are software corrections, changes and enhancements that are
proposed for the CIS release scheduled for August 19th, 2002.  This list may change
slightly due to circumstances regarding development and testing prior to the release.
Detailed release notes will be distributed to CIS prior to the release along with any
special instructions.

1. General “cleanup” is being performed throughout the application to make the
screens appear more consistent in regard to fonts, text justification, tab order and
color.  This also includes changing some field names so they describe better what
data is being displayed or requested.

2. Several error messages will be changed to give users a better idea of why their
information is not being staved and what steps need to be taken.

3. The No Show Roster will be corrected to display correct no show data.
4. Student Conduct Incident Report will be fixed so that it runs properly.
5. Problem will be corrected with adding user to CIS when they already have an

existing OASIS or JCRL login.
6. The Master Clothing Allowance Report is being corrected to display correct issued

and spent amounts.
7. The restriction against multiple separation advances will be removed.
8. On the OMS20P, comments will not appear for active student.
9. Vocation Preferences Screen is being modified to allow entry of "date explored."
10. Pre-separation checklist will display correct vocational completion status for "No

Vocation."
11. Current arrival date and interview date will be added to the Student Information

Enrollment section.
12. The Separated Student Search in Other Arrivals will be modified to search correctly

with student id.
13. Attendance Retrieval will be faster.
14. Driver permit will be added to Update Student and Student Information options.
15. Cell phone, pager and email address will be added to contact information.
16. The name field will be widened in the Active Student Roster.
17. The "Save changes" message was not needed and was removed from the Course

Waiting List.
18. The Behavior Incident Report will be renamed "Student Conduct Incident Report".
19. A scrollbar will be added to Transfer Request Staff List.
20. Calendar Icon will be fixed on the Clothing Allowance Report select criteria

window.
21. The Student Vocation window will be corrected to display the ONET Comp Level

and Voc Type instead of codes.
22. Contacts will be re-prioritized when a contact is deleted.
23. The Clothing Allowance Forecast Report will be corrected to displaying correct

amounts.
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24. A delete function will be added to Scheduling to delete unused, unnecessary
schedules.
25. Phase Groups will be corrected so that they will not be treated as Non-Res groups.
26. Students will be removed from Oasis Arrival List after arrival is saved.
27. Advance Pay will be changed to allow multiple separation advance entries.
28. Correction of Leave will be allowed for separated students.
29. Clear Morning Attendance will be allowed for a separated student.
30. Separating a student will automatically Stop an Allotment.
31. Screener code will be added to OASIS Arrival List, Anticipated Arrival Report and
Arrival Report.
32. Clothing Amount Spent will be able to exceed amount issued.
33. Student Information will be able to be accessed for pending arrivals from OASIS
Arrivals.


